
By Jonathan Landreth

Kelvin Wu, co-CEO of
Orange Sky Golden Har-
vest Entertainment, the

production and exhibition
company that recently bought
into Hollywood’s Legendary
Pictures, on Tuesday stressed
the importance of the Hong
Kong-Beijing axis to the future
of filmmaking in Asia.

“I think that anybody trying
to get into the China market
should go to Hong Kong first,”

said Hong Kong-based Wu —
who shares CEO duties at
OSGH with Beijing-based Chen
Xiaowei. Wu was speaking at a
UNIJAPAN Entertainment
Forum on the sidelines of the
23rd Tokyo International Film
Festival and its concurrent
market, TIFFCOM.

Speaking to about 40 pro-
ducers from across Asia, and a
few from Hollywood, Wu had
his audience captive as they
tried to glean tips from the lat-
est independent Chinese com-

pany offering itself up as a way
into China’s box office, up 86%
from January to June.

Citing Hong Kong’s trans-
parent banking system, its rule
of law and the favorable co-
production terms the territory
shares with China, Wu said
there also were other reasons
producers should consider
partnering with OSGH, known
in Mandarin as Chengtian.

“Hong Kong has a long his-
tory of film production and tal-

Tokyo

By Jonathan Landreth

T
he second of four days of the
market at the Tokyo Interna-
tional Film Festival bustled
on Tuesday and, while deals
were sparse, many said TIFF-

COM, as the market is known, was
helping business along in between

Pusan and the American Film Market.
Representatives of The Korean Film

Council, at TIFFCOM for the first time,
boasted they were awaiting budget
approval for a new location incentive. If
the National Assembly passes a bill, gov-
ernment film body KOFIC will provide up
to 3 billion won ($2.6 million) to producers
who bring their films to shoot in Korea.

By Jonathan Landreth

Chinese actor Huang Bo has
joined the cast of Taiwanese
writer-director Yueh Hsun

Tsai’s $12 million “Black &
White: Episode 1,” a detective
thriller set to start shooting in
Taiwan before the end of the
year, Double Edge Entertain-
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‘Black &White’ call:
China’s Huang cast

Deals in works; new KOFIC incentive
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Hanakappa, left, ruled the roost on the busy
TIFFCOM market floor on Tuesday.
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By Park Soo-me

Management agencies
should familiarize them-
selves with the differ-

ences in film production sys-
tems when working with cast
members from different coun-
tries, an industry professional at
UNIJAPAN’s “Asia Casting
Forum” said Tuesday.

Based on his experience co-
producing a film with Japan,
Jonathan H. Kim, who produced
the Korea-Japan co-prod “Vir-
gin Snow,” explained that his
Asian partners are often not
aware that Korean film actors
get paid per film rather than
production time.

“Often the production time in

Korea can go over a year,” he
said. “And since they’re paid for
a title, they try to charge as
much as possible, whereas
Japanese or Chinese actors get
paid by production time and can

shoot two or three films a year.”
Director-producer Solon So

said the film industry in China is
booming with global casting at
the moment, particularly of
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By Gavin J. Blair

Kim Dong-ho, the recent-
ly retired head of Pusan
International Film Festi-

val was given a friendship
award by TIFF on Monday
night for his contributions to
the film industry in Asia and
support of the Tokyo festival.

Following the screening of
“Camellia,” a special invita-

tion film in the Winds of
Asia-Middle East section, the
award was given by TIFF and
TIFFCOM chairman Tom
Yoda to honor Kim’s 15-year
tenure as head of PIFF

“Even before I assumed the
post of chairman at TIFF, Mr.
Kim Dong-ho, festival director
of PIFF, had supported TIFF,”
Yoda said. “He has watched

continued on page 15continued on page 14

continued on page15

By Park Soo-me

Korean director Na Hong-
jin’s “The Yellow Sea”
faced a major challenge

before shooting even it’s first
frame of film — location.

The Chinese government dis-
approved of having the dark
thriller film in the Chinese pre-
fecture of Yanbian, where the
film was originally set. Authori-
ties worried the film might neg-
atively impact the state’s already
poor image, according to the
film’s producer, Popcorn Film.

The 20th Century Fox co-
production, which finished
shooting last week and is set for
release in mid-December, was
instead shot in “various spots
throughout China.”

“The idea of Yanbian in the
film will be a symbolic place,”
said Popcorn marketing chief
Bae Yoon-hee. “The Chinese
authorities refused to release
the shooting permit aftering
hearing about our film through
other outlets.”

In the original script, scenes
involving Yanbian took up
about 30% of the film.

Stormy voyage
on ‘Yellow Sea’

One region, differentworlds
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Increase in global castings creates learning curve for producers
“Virgin Snow”

KimhonoredforsupportofTIFF

TIFF chairman TomYoda, left, presents
former PIFF chief Kim Dong-ho with a

friendship award Monday night.
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You started out as an actor. How
andwhy did youmake the shift to
producing, directing and running
the schools?
Toshi Shioya:Well, in 1994, I got
my first big lead, in the ABC
miniseries “Gaijin” — and it got
canceled four days into filming
down in Hiroshima. Before that, I
had done promotions overseas for
the films “Mr. Baseball” and
“Blood Oath” [also known as
“Prisoners of the Sun”]. I
thought my career had really been
blooming in the late ’80s and
early ’90s, and I had big dreams of
working in Hollywood — so it was
a real shock to me. And it made
me think that acting is really quite
an unstable profession – some-
times you get good work, some-
times you don’t. So it was from
around that time I started think-

ing about teaching acting, and
opened the school that year in
1994. So far I’ve taught 9,000
students across the two schools,
including lots of the promising
young actors at the moment. In
fact, Ryohei Suzuki, the main
young actor in “Swing me Again,”
was a student of mine. So if you
have a school, you need an exit for
your students, somewhere for
them to test their abilities. So I
decided to try and direct films;
but if you want to make films, you
need money, right? And I was
very lucky to have Horipro – a big
agency in Japan — support me
financially. Of the five features
I’ve directed, they invested in
three of them. And in 1998, there
was a novel published in Japanese
by Swiss author David Zoppetti,
called “Ichigensan” (“The First

Timers.”) Kyoto City then
announced it was to give a com-
petition for a prize of 100 million
yen ($1 million) in production
costs to a project to be shown at
Kyoto Film Festival. And I got it —
I got the money [laughs.] So that
was my production debut. [Kyoto
native Isao Morimoto directed
and David Atterton took the male
lead; Shioya acted and produced.]

Do you still have time to teach at
your schools?
Shioya:Yes, I taught last Satur-
day in Osaka. Almost every
weekend I teach in Osaka, and
most Thursdays in Tokyo;
except when I’m shooting. And
most of the teachers in my
school are former students of
mine. I’m actually just back
from New York where I had
meetings with the Stella Adler
School of Acting. We’re begin-
ning a collaboration with Stella
Adler, where we’ll establish
some shared curriculum and
have an exchange program with
teachers from our two schools.
And also produce a feature film.

Your new film “SwingMeAgain,”
is about leprosy. It’s an unusual
choice of subject.
Shioya: It took five years for me
to realize it, it was discriminated
against, the project itself;
investors didn’t want to touch it.
Actually, almost four years ago
we nearly got to launch it, but it
got canceled two weeks before
shooting was due to start. We got
into pre-production, the poten-
tial investors escaped [laughs]
when they read the script. In
Japan, former leprosy patients
weren’t allowed to go home [leave
sanatoriums] until 1996. In the
U.S. and Europe, this happened
much earlier. So I thought I had to
make a film about it. But I didn’t
want to make a film that was
teaching and preaching, which
would be boring — I wanted to
make it entertaining. Then I
thought of jazz music, which was
invented by black people in the
United States who made this
masterpiece of entertainment out
of miserable hard times. So look-
ing at the history of jazz in Japan,

the first club was in Kobe, called
Sone. So I decided to create the
story around a promising jazz
musician in the late 1940s who
gets leprosy when he’s about to
debut at Sone. Then I just handed
over the idea to my scriptwriter.

So you shot thewhole film in
Kobe?
Shioya:Yes, the film commis-
sion down there is very helpful
and experienced. And it’s a
great place: It has the big city,
mountains and seaside. And
actually, when we were down
there shooting, Takeshi [Kitano]
was there shooting his gangster
film [“Outrage”] at the same
time. And one of my students
who was appearing in Takeshi’s
film, turned up on our set cov-
ered in blood saying, “Look at
me, I was shot.” [laughs]

Would you like to have been in
competition at TIFF?
Shioya:To tell you the truth, if
you portray the story of the
patients of leprosy — there
should be a shot of their [disfig-
ured] bodies or faces. There was
a heated debate about this
between the producers, and, in a
way, I was defeated [laughs.] So
to be successful at film festivals
or the international market, then
I thought you need that kind of
shot. But in Japan, it would have
made it more difficult to distrib-
ute. So I had to accept their deci-
sion. I’m not Shohei Imamura –
I’m not at that level yet. If I was,
maybe I could force my ideas
through. Next time.

You’veworked overseas as an
actor.Would you like to direct
abroad?
Shioya:Yes, I’ve only directed
Japanese films so far, but next
year or the year after, I really
want to do a co-production
between Japan and Australia or
the States or the U.K. I have a
lot of friends in the Australian
industry, and there are a lot tal-
ented Australian directors and
producers working in Holly-
wood these days. So something
connected with Australia might
be the most likely. ∂

THR.com/tokyoq&a
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T
oshiShioyaisanactorwhohasworkedinAmerican,Aus-
tralian,BritishandJapanesefilms,aproducer,adirectorand
thefounderofactingschools inTokyoandOsaka,wherehe

still findstimetoteachstudentsmostweeks.“SwingMeAgain”
(“Futatabi,”) his latestdirectingproject, about the thorny issue
of the treatmentof leprosypatients in Japan, is being shownat a
special screeningatTIFF.He recently satdownwithTHRJapan
correspondentGavin J.Blair to talk abouthisnewfilm, collabo-
rating internationally andartistic compromises.
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By Maggie Lee

T
hey say the older you
get, the clearer you
recall the past. “Post
Card,” by 98-year-old
Kaneto Shindo, one of

themost illustrious directors
and arguably greatest living
screenwriter in Japan, looks like
it could have beenmade just
after the Japan’s surrender in
1945. So raw is its anger and
indignation, it hasmore life
thanmost contemporary Japan-
ese films or TVdramaswhich
encase that period in gracefully
tragic, even heroic nostalgia.
Scholars of Japanese filmor

history should ponderwhy
Shindo still feels the need to
excoriate the damages ofwar for

his 49th and last film, even if
“PostCard”doesn’t push any
envelopes either in cinematic
formor in the body of anti-war
films.Except for a senior
domestic audience,mainstream
distributors and festivalsmaybe
irked by its clamorous and sen-
timental aspects,which are a far
cry fromhis gentle, emotionally
restrained humanist post-war
films like“TheChildren of
Hiroshima”or his profound and
abstractmasterpieces like“Oni-
baba”and“Naked Island.”
Just as LouisMalle recreated

an episode fromhis childhood
to exorcise his guilt in “Au revoir
les enfants,” there are shades of
Shindo’s past as a soldier in his
indictment of themilitary’s
impersonal decisions that dras-

tically affect ordinary lives.
Low-ranking soldier Keita

Matsuyama (Etsushi Toyokawa)
shared a bunk bedwith Sadazo
Morikawa (NaomasaMusaka)
until their 100-men unitwas
sent to different postings
according to lots drawn by their
superiors.On the night before
Morikawawas shipped toMani-
la, he gaveMatsuyama a post-
card fromhiswife Tomoko (Shi-
nobuOtake), and asked him to
bring it back to her to let her
knowhe read and appreciated
it.However, it is not untilMat-
suyama has dealt with other
consequences of thewar in his
personal life that he is able to
keep his promise.
The centerpiece of the film is

the onenightMatsuyama
spendswithTomoko, as they
both rage against the injustice of
determining a person’s life by
drawing lots.Pitting the for-
mer’s guilt at being a random
survivor (one of six out of 100)

against the latter’s grief and
destitution,Shindo elicits a fiery
piece of ensemble acting from
Toyokawa andOtake that culmi-
nates in a cathartic breakwith
the past.The closing image of
the two carryingwater buckets
on a pole is Shindo’s final tribute
to the salt of the earth, a lyrical
allusion to the opening scenes of
his “Naked Island”where
NobukoOtawa carrieswater as a
metaphor for accepting life’s
baggage,physical or spiritual.
The flashbacks to Tomoko’s

horrendous sufferings during
and right after thewarmakes
intriguing parallelswith Koji
Wakamatsu’s representation of
women on the home-front,
“Caterpillar.” In startling con-
trast to the stiff-upper-lipped
stoicismof civilians depicted by
humanist directors like
Kinoshita,Kurosawa and Shin-
do himself, there is a lot of
brawling,wailing and physically
demonstrative behavior,mag-
nified by extreme close-ups
thatmake the protagonists’
faces grotesquely contorted.
Perhaps this reflects fewer
hang-ups in expressing the
truth 65 years on.
The comical representation

of a petty local official Izumiya
(RenOsugi) sometimes ruins
the pathos and gravitas, bring-
ing the drama to the level of
farce, and diffuses the sinister
nature of thewhole neighbor-
hood thought-police during
thewar.
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‘Post Card’
> IN COMPETITION

BOTTOM LINE “Post Card”
doesn’t push any envelopes in
the tradition of anti-war films.
SALES: Tokyo Theatres Co.
PRODUCTION: Kindai Eiga
Kyokai/Watanabe Shoji/Plandas
CAST: Etsushi Toyokawa, Shinobu
Otake, Naomasa Musaka, Ren Osugi,
Akira Emoto, Mitsuko Baisho.
DIRECTOR-SCREENWRITER: Kaneto
Shindo. PRODUCER: Jiro Shindo.
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY:
Masahiko Hayashi. PRODUCTION
DESIGNER: Hirokazu Kanakatsu. Music:
Hikaru Hayashi. EDITOR: Yukio
Watanabe. SOUND: Satoshi Ozaki.
No MPAA rating, 114 minutes.
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By Kirk Honeycutt

While theChinese film
“The Piano in a Factory”
is designed a little too

carefully to be a crowd-pleaser
for international audiences as
well as domestic ones, the film
is certainly notwithout its
charms and good humor.Music,
comedy and a heart-tugging
story about aman and his
daughter get thrown into the
mix alongwith a crew ofmotley
characterswhose actions are
aggressively “madcap.” It’s
every bit as Chinese as chop
suey.
Littlewonder the film pre-

miered in Toronto lastmonth
before heading immediately to
Tokyo for its Asian debut.
“Piano” is certain tomake the
festival rounds and possibly
evenwin theatrical exposure in
non-Asian territories.
Thewhimsical tale from

writer-director ZhangMeng
nicely brings inmusic at every
opportunity. Its protagonist, a
laid-off steelworker named

Chen (WangQuin-yuan), has
two passions in life—his young
daughter andmusic.When not
minding his daughter andmen-
tally deteriorating father, he
plays accordion in a band com-
posed of close friends and his
girlfriend/singer (QinHai-lu).
Despite a lack of income, he

paysmightily for his daughter’s
piano lessons.Themusic is
occasionally Chinese but just as
often Russian— tunes appar-
ently fondly remembered from
the Sino-Soviet era—while the
movie’s backgroundmusic
reaches far back intoWestern
pop.
Then his estrangedwife (Jang

Shin-yeong) suddenlymateri-
alizes after a prolonged absence
to demand a divorce (easily
granted) and custody of their
daughter (awrenching
thought). The little girl propos-
es that shewill gowith
whichever parent provides her
with a piano.
Thiswish certainlymakes the

daughter every bit as heartless
as hermother, but Zhang’s plot

turns spring less from character
than a need for comic action. So
first,Chen tries to borrow
money fromhis generally hap-
less friends and relations, then
to steal a pianowith those same
hapless souls as his partners in
crime.The latter attempt sets
the stage for a prolonged comic
sequencewhere failure is preor-
dained.
What left to do but construct

his own piano, enlisting the
help of his loyal friends and
girlfriend? The group salvages
material from the remains of the
now-shuttered steel factory and
other remnants of defunct
state-run industries,which is as
close to social commentary as
thismovie ever gets.
Many snags occur in the

design and construction of a
steel piano although the biggest
one happens between the
obsessed father and his long-
suffering lover.All these
sequences get interrupted by
comical fights, chases and run-
inswith police, none ofwhich
are treated as very serious by

the filmmaker.
Zhang deliberately avoids

social realism.For all the dreari-
ness of the faded factory town, a
tone of gentlewhimsy embraces
all situations and characters,
although Zhang is sentimental
enough to add a touch of
melancholy to his climax.
Wang is adelightas theper-

plexedbutpersevering father,
whileQinpossessesawarmth
andgenuinenessas the loverwho
isneverquite surewhere she
standswithherdistractedman.
All tech credits are first rate

as cinematography, set design
and editing are in perfect sync
with the director’ comic intent.
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‘The Piano in a Factory’

> INCOMPETITION

BOTTOM LINE Alight though
tadmelancholy comedyset ina
fading factory town in
northeasternChina.
PRODUCTION COMPANY:Etoile
Pictures/Liaoning FilmStudios.
CAST:WangQian-yuan,QinHai-lu,
JangShin-yeong, Liu Xing-yu, LiuQian,
Luo Er-yang, Tian-yu, GuoYong-zhen.
DIRECTOR-SCREENWRITER: Zhang
Meng.PRODUCERS: JessicaKam,Choi
Gwang-suk.EXECUTIVE PRODUCER:
Kwak Jae-young.DIRECTOR OF
PHOTOGRAPHY:ShuChou.MUSIC:Oh
Young-mook.EDITOR:GaoBo.
Unrated, 124minutes.
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By Elizabeth Kerr

L
ingering ethnic tensions and
the scars of decades ofwar
and oppression inform

director Sinisa Dragin’s com-
plex and intensely unlikable “If
the SeedDoesn’t Die.”Weaving
together three stories and
upwards of a dozenmiserable
characters in a tale of fatherly
devotion,“Seed” is precisely
the kind of high-minded non-
sense that calls itself “art” and
appeals to film festivals. That
will be “If the SeedDoesn’t
Die’s” premier exhibition outlet
if themore prominent showcas-
es can get past exclusivity.
Beyond that, limited art house
release ismost likely to be found
in Europe, afterwhich the film
should fade into oblivionwhere
it belongs.
Two fathers—one in Roma-

nia and one in Serbia— cross
each other’s borderswith the
intention of bringing their chil-
dren home as it were. Jorgovan
(MustafaNadarevic) is trying to
claimhis dead son’s body in
Bucharest, andNicu (DanCon-

durache) is trying to rescue his
daughter Ina (Ioana Barbu) from
(surprise!) forced prostitution
in Kosovo.As they both traverse
theDanube, theymeet upwith
ferrymanHans (Franz
Buchrieser), a sweet-natured
whore (surprise again!) called
Nora (Simona Stoicescu) and
her protective father. Some-
where in there,Hans relays the
legend of theGhost Church,
which sank in thewinter river
hundreds of years earlier as it
was beingmoved to another vil-
lage by sheer force ofwill.
Before the “miraculous”

finale,we’re treated to a laugh-
ably sadistic-yet-smitten
AmericanG.I., an evenmore
laughably sadistic pimp and
various other reprehensible
characters all ready to exploit
the next guy.
“Seed” is aggressively

depressing and bleak, it offers
not a shred of hope or redemp-
tion, and not even any ugly
truths beneath its admittedly
beautifully photographed and
designed images. By the time
the narrative tangle finally sorts

itself out (this takes upwards of
an hour), “Seed”has devolved
into amuddled parable about
faith, sacrifice, and the greater
good (the title derives from a
quote from John about death
bearing fruit).
At times, the film flirtswith

black comedy, but those
moments are so fleeting it
quickly becomes apparent that
there’s absolutely nothing
funny going on in “Seed.”The
analogy between the determi-
nation of the old church’s priest
and themodern fathers is lost
amid a sea ofmisery and out-
right grossness.
The icing on the cake comes

when the aforementioned pimp
(vaguely oily, poorly dressed—
thewhole nine yards) promises
to release Ina to her father under
one last, grotesque condition
that proves his love for her. If
you’rewondering if Dragin
actuallywent there…well, yes.
He did.There is no law—
explicit or tacit— that declares
film characters be lovely human
beings, but they should say
something about the human

condition ormake a larger point
about theworldwe live in.
“Seed”does neither; it lacks the
calculated shock value tomake
a statement. Itmay not come as
news that producer VeitHei-
duschka hoisted the overrated
“TheWhite Ribbon”upon us
all.
Yes, the aftermath of nation-

alist and/or idealistic conflict is
hideous.Yes, human nature can
be hideous. But knowing that
and seeing it dressed up in pre-
tentious and pointless pictures
and passed off as artistry are
two different things. Inter-
minable andwholly unpleasant.

‘If the Seed Doesn’t Die’

> INCOMPETITION

BOTTOM LINE Hatefulpseudo-
philosophicaldrivel gussiedup
to look important.
PRODUCTION:Wega,Mrakonia Film.
PRODUCER:Veit Heiduschka, Sinisa
Dragin.DIRECTOR:SinisaDragin.
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER:Tudor Reu.
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY:Dusan
Joksimovic.PRODUCTION DESIGNER:
DanToader.MUSIC:DragosAlexandru.
COSTUME DESIGNER:Costin Voicu.
EDITOR:PetarMarkovic, SinisaDragin.
CAST:MustafaNadarevic, Dan
Condurache,Milos Tanaskovic, Franz
Buchrieser, SimonaStoicescu,
AlexandruBindea, IoanaBarbu, Relu
Poalelungi. No rating, 117minutes
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By Elizabeth Kerr

Set during the early 18th
century,when a plague of
“red pox” is the scourge of

the land, “The Lady Shogun and
HerMen” is a soapy, typically
polishedwould-be epic that
wouldmake a better NHK peri-
odminiseries than a feature
film.
Director Kaneko Fuminori is a

television veteran, and it shows

in themeticulous pacing (insert
commercial break here) and
run-of-the-mill visuals that
aren’t normally associatedwith
samurai pics.On top of that,
there’s hardly any lady shogun,
and toomany of themen look as
if they stepped from a bad “Kids
in theHall” sketch.
The film could find an audi-

ence at home in Japan,where
fans of the hugely popular
manga could be curious enough

to buy tickets. After that, even
limited release seems a long
shot, as “Lady Shogun” lacks
the gravitas of Yamada Yoji’s
recent samurai films and,more
crucially, the feminist smarts of
Yoshinaga Fumi’s sourcemate-
rial tomake it either a festival or
art house hit anywhere. Again,
this will play best on television.
After the plague has nearly

decimated the country of its
male population, 19-year-old

‘The Lady Shogun and Her Men’

By Elizabeth Kerr

In the samewaynoone does
vengeance thrillers like the
Koreans,no one can touch the

Japanese for nonsensical, outra-
geous gonzo gore.The latest
addition to the oeuvre is action
directorOharaGo’s (“Death
Trance”) “Gothic&Lolita Psy-
cho,”a touching tale of a young
womanon a quest to avenge her
mother’smurder andher
father’smaiming.Or at least
that’s kind ofwhat it’s about, if
you consider decapitations and
disembowelings touching.This
is not for the squeamish.

NishimuraYoshihiro and the
effects crew responsible for the
insanity thatwas “TokyoGore
Police” and“VampireGirl vs.
FrankensteinGirl”work their
particular brand of F/Xmagic
here, and fans of those cult hits
will recognize their signature
mayhemwithout needing to see
their names in the credits. The
success of “Gothic&Lolita Psy-
cho” shouldmirror that of
Nishimura’s earlier films as
director, and genre andmid-
night fests and distributors in
all corners of the globe special-
izing in films like it are sure to
show interest.

The only truly pressing ques-
tion surrounding“G&LP” is one
ofwhat took so long for it to
happen.Thewell-worn Japan-
ese Lolita trend is ripe for satire
and blending it with themore
establishedGoth scenemakes
sense. Inwhat themovie terms
“Tokyo of 20XX” (what does
thatmean?), sweet and inno-
cent Yuki (RinaAkiyama) has
her birthday celebration inter-
rupted bywhat could be a home
invasion,where hermother is
murdered and her father, Jiro
(Yanagi Yurei), is crippled. Per-
haps years later, Jiro is acting as
Yuki’s personal Q, building all

manner ofweapon for her, and
armedwith her parasol of
doom,Yukimethodically kills
the people responsible for the
earlier crime.Of course there’s
an outré catch to the story that
Yuki discovers the hardway.
“G&LP”moves at lightning

speed,barely letting up on the
fights, geysers of red paint, er,
blood, limb removals, flying
bodies and goofy sound effects.
When it does relent, it’s only for
theminimum length of time
needed tomove the so-called
story along.This is unrepentant
entertainment, and though sev-
eral sequences involvingYuki
andher Lolita garb are subtlely
witty,“G&LP”never quite
reaches thewryheights of
Nishimura’swork onhis own
films.ButOhara knows exactly
what he’s doing at all times, and
the stunt doubles only intermit-
tently look like guys inwigs.
Fans of the genrewill be pleased.‘Gothic & Lolita Psycho’
>TIFFCOM

BOTTOM LINE Totallybonkers
andequally entertaining
gorefestknowswhat its
audiencewantsanddelivers.
SALES:Pony Canyon
PRODUCTION:OharaBros., DHECorp.
PRODUCER:Nakajima Jun, Sasaki
Hiroyuki.DIRECTOR:OharaGo.
SCREENWRITER:Kuroki Hisakatsu.
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER:OmataShuji,
Ohara Shu, KimuraMotoko.
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Ito
Nobuhisa.MUSIC:BloodyBad
Romance.EDITOR:OharaGo.
CAST:RinaAkiyama,Yanagi Yurei,
MomoseMisaki, TsukuiMinami,
OkamotoSeiji, HakuzenSatoshi, Aoyagi
Ruito, NakajimaFumie.
No rating, 87minutes
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By Elizabeth Kerr

Ashining beacon ofmiserab-
list cinema,“Intimate
Grammar”pivots on a

Peter Pan-ish adolescent boy in
1965 Jerusalem caught between

an adultworld he detests and a
childhood he refuses to grow
out of—physically andmental-
ly. Beginning the story as the
leader among his clutch of
friends,Aharon slides down to
the level of pariah as the events

of his life and theworld at large
start toweigh down on him.
Themarket forNir Bergman’s

(“BrokenWings”) downbeat
coming-of-age dramawon’t
extendmuch beyond the festival
circuit, particularly niche festi-
valswith Jewish focuses.Art
house success could come in
urban centers in Europe and
NorthAmerica if distributors
emphasize DavidGrossman’s
acclaimed novel, uponwhich
the film is based.
In the early 1960s, the state

of Israel is coming into its own
as it simultaneously heads
toward armed conflictwith
Syria and Egypt. It’s at this time
that smart, sensitive adolescent
Aharon (Roee Elsberg), 13 years
old and small for his age, finds
himself drowning in his own
life.His vulgar, anti-intellectual
fatherMoshe (YehudaAlmagor)
is a pathetic parental rolemodel
and shrewishmotherHinda
(Orly Silbersatz Banai, flirting
with caricature) is putting the
fear of god into himwhen she’s
not browbeating him for being
an undersized embarrassment
to her.His neighbor,Miss Blum
(EvelynKaplun), is the catalyst
that causes his fragile family to
implode, and he’s losing his first
love to hismore adult best
friendGidon (Eden Lutterberg).
For almosthalf of its running

time,“IntimateGrammar” is
largely inert; plenty goesonbut
the story andcharacters don’t
really go anywhere.Thingspick
upafterAharon’s barmitzvah
andhe findshimself entangled in
ayouthful love triangle (it is rare
that this reviewerwill admit to
romance injecting life into a
film),andhis vibrant inner life at
oddswith everyone andevery-

thing aroundhim.Aharon’s
imagination,up to this point,
wasonly referred to as some-
thinghe shouldget over by
friends and family,butwhen
Bergman indulges that part of
the story (more easily doneon
thepage tobe sure) the themesof
loneliness and resistance come
into sharper relief. It’s his only
escape fromthe constanthumil-
iationHinda subjects him toand
the agonyofhis brokenheart.
Inmanyways,“Intimate

Grammar” is also about collapse,
as everything andeveryone in
the filmeventually does, like
MissBlum’s initially harmless
misguided infatuationwith
Moshe that eventually turns
tragic.Bergmanhas a sharp eye
for themundane,andcreates an
almost palpable environment
anyone couldunderstandwant-
ing to escape from.He’s assisted
bya strongperformancebyEls-
berg as the isolatedAharon,who
conveys anair of defeat andvic-
tory inhis final desperate act.

‘Intimate Grammar’

Mizuno Yunoshin (Ninomiya
Kazunari, “Letters from Iwo
Jima”) is a buddingwarrior
from a fading samurai family
who also hires himself out as a
stud for the neighborhood
womenwhowant children.He
decides to leave behind the love
of his life, O-Nobu, and enter
the service of the O-Oku— the
shogun’s entourage— to sup-
port his family.Naturally, he’s
subjected to all manner of sexu-
al frat-boy hazing beforemak-
ing it clear hewill never be a
manwho sleepswithmen. It
seems the O-Oku is ladenwith

homosexual activity,which is
portrayed as either sordid or
opportunistic.
When the shogun,

Yoshimune (Shibasaki Kou),
finally shows up (an hour into
the film), it looks as though
wholesale political and admin-
istrative changes are imminent.
They aren’t.Where the origi-

nal manga dealt in gender poli-
tics within the grand scheme,
“Lady Shogun” jettisons the
majority of the themes and plot
details (or tosses them in ever so
briefly) leaving amessy film of
mixed, often ugly,messages:

gay is equatedwith perversion
and/or opportunism, the “best”
gayO-Okumen are attractive
and excellent at socializing, and
women are still manipulative—
evenwhen the numbers are
against them.
There is little context created

for the story and,within that
void, the characters come off as
tired stereotypes. Yoshinaga’s
dense, highly charged text has
been reduced to a trifle that says
very little when it’s not gently
offending, but in avoiding total
ineptitude,will get awaywith
simply being a let-down.

> INCOMPETITION

BOTTOM LINE Poignant if
sometimesoverwrought
coming-of-age tale starts
sluggish, finishes strong.
PRODUCTION: Libretto Films,Norma
Pictures.PRODUCER:Assaf Amir.
DIRECTOR:Nir Bergman.
SCREENWRITER:Nir Bergman, based
on the novel byDavid Grossman.
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY:
BiniaminNimrodChirem.PRODUCTION
DESIGNER: IdoDolev.MUSIC:Ondrej
Soukup.COSTUME DESIGNER:Natan
Elkanovith.EDITOR:Einat Glaser-
Zarhin.CAST:Roee Elsberg,Orly
Silbersatz Banai, YehudaAlmagor,
EvelynKaplun, Yael Sgerski, Eden
Lutterberg, RivkaGur.
No rating, 106minutes

>TIFFCOM

BOTTOM LINE Retellingofa
near-classicmanga removes its
gutsand indoingsodeliversa
bland, commondenominator
entertainment.
SALES:Shochiku Co. Ltd.
PRODUCTION:AsmikAce, J. Storm.
PRODUCER:ArakiMiyako, IsoyamaAki.
DIRECTOR:Kaneko Fuminori.
SCREENWRITER:Takahashi Natsuko,
based on themangabyYoshinaga
Fumi.CAST:NinomiyaKazunari,
Shibasaki Kou,AbeSadao, Tamaki
Hiroshi, Sasaki Kuranosuke,Horikita
Maki, Okura Takayoshi, NakamuraAoi,
BaishoMitsuko. No rating, 116minutes
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By Maggie Lee

If “Tokyo Island”were to use a
synopsis that goes: “the sur-
vival adventures of awoman

stranded on a tropical island
with 23 half-naked sex-starved
men in their testosterone-
bursting prime,” it would prob-
ably have people lining up at the
box office. But getting them to
stay there for the full 129min-
utes is anothermatter. For the
most part, this fantasy-allegory
keeps one hanging in therewith
its baffling course of events and
unexpected reversals, but the
non-stop changes in plot direc-
tion never build to a climax or
payoff that’s entertaining, intel-
lectual or otherwise.
An extremely niche European

audiencemight be drawn to the
unusual yet promising teaming
up ofMakoto Shinozaki (known
for the political audacity of
“Unforgiven”)with veteran
actress TaeKimura(”All Around

Us”) andYosukeKubotsuka,
who have acquired reputations
for appearing in quality films.
Kiyoko (Kimura) andher hus-

band are shipwrecked on an
islandwhile taking a cruise holi-
day.Soon afterward, 16 truant
laborers fromnearbyOkinawa
arewashedup aswell.They
name their temporary refuge
Tokyo Island andproceed to
divide it into territorieswith
names culled from the capital’s
hotspots.One day,Kiyoko’s
husband is founddeadnear a
cliff.Themendraw lots to be her
next husband and she ends up
with amnesiacGM.She
becomes evenmore inflated in
her status as aToki (an endan-
gered bird)when a groupofChi-
nesemen also join the refugee
island.OnlyWatanabe (Kubot-
suka) seems impervious to her
charms, and stays cool in the
midst of the islanders’ power
games and animal cravings.

There are some flashes of
humor, likewhenKiyoko
instantly gives in to the tempta-
tion to abandonGMwhen the
Chinese’s strong, inscrutable
leader Yang offers her the possi-
ble delights of Shanghai cuisine.
There are some outbursts of
violence that reinforce the pri-
mal nature of humans, but this
film is not “Battle Royale.”
Kimura throws herself into her
mercurial rolewith gusto, but
her image as a toughwoman
negotiating her survival among
menwith all kinds of archetypi-
cal flaws is compromised by
occasional comical depictions
of her sloth and gluttony.Her
greatest resourcefulness ends
up being the numerous creative
uses shemakes of herHermes
scarves.
Makoto Shinozaki’s possible

intention tomake parables on
evolution, banana republics and
Japanese society then drawpar-

allels between themappears
obtuse, even as he only scratch-
es the surface.Trimming and
re-editingmight help sharpen
the focus of his political ideas.
The final shot is cut off so
abruptly,making the ending so
open-ended, it’s like a cliff-
hanger that never had a cliff to
startwith.

‘Tokyo Island’

>TIFFCOM

BOTTOM LINE Female Robinson
Crusoe erotic, political fantasy
is as amusing as it is baffling.
SALES: Gaga Corporation.
PRODUCTION: Tokyo-jima Film
Partners CAST: Tae Kimura, Yosuke
Kubota, Seiji Fukushi. DIRECTOR:
Makoto Shinozaki. SCREENWRITER:
Tomoko Aizawa. BASED ON THE
NOVEL BY: Natsuo Kirino.
PRODUCERS: Ritsuko Suzuki, Tomomi
Yoshimura, Kyoichi Mori. EXECUTIVE
PRODUCERS: Yasuhide Uno, Kyoichi
Mori, Yoshiaki Ito, Tadashi Miyazaki,
Hiroaki Kitano. DIRECTOR OF
PHOTOGRAPHY: Akiko Ashizawa.
PRODUCTION DESIGNER: Koichi
Kanekatsu. COSTUME DESIGNER:
Junko Katsumata. MUSIC: Yoshihide
Otomo. EDITOR: Shinichi Fushima.
No rating, 129 minutes.
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By Maggie Lee

Concealing its heavyheart
with the lightness of a sigh,
KazuyoshiKumakiri’s

“SketchesofKaitanCity”perus-
es thedownhill slide of ordinary
lives in anorthern industrial
town in themidst of recession.
Despite being an adaptation

of an anthology of short stories
by the late Yasushi Sato (a con-
temporary ofHarukiMuraka-
mi), “Sketches” relies less on
words and literary structure
than a largemosaic of dramati-

cally subdued but richly tex-
tured images.
Festivals should buy

Kumakiri’s lowkey but tender
depictions ofworking class peo-
ple and subtle assimilation of
socio-economical realities,
redolent of theworks of Jia
Zhangke andWangBing’s “West
of theTracks.”However, even
art-house distributorsmayhave
reservations about a film that
trails on for 152minutes.Ulti-
mately, the beautiful parts don’t
tally into the coherent suma
masterpiece requires, and after

the fourth story, themomentum
dimsout like a fire that has been
burning for too long.
Kumakiri evokes a panoramic

sense of time andplace fromhis
nativeHokkaido through steady,
austere frames.Hemaintains a
contemplative distancewith
mediumshots (often of people’s
backs) and barely perceptible
slowpans that echo thewintry
quietude and the repressed sor-
rowor anger of his subjects.
Kumakiri has chosen five out

of 18 short stories in Sato’s
work, and sets them around
NewYear’s in the fictional Kai-
tan city,whose life-support is
the declining ship-building
industry.Hemoves fromone set
of characters to the nextwith-
out forcing any thematic or
structural connections, giving
equal depth to significant and
inconsequentialmoments alike.
Transitions between the first

three stories aremore seamless.
They culminate in two siblings
gazing at the sunrise after they
got laid-off, an oldwoman fac-
ing eviction looking for her cat
in the sunset and a planetarium
worker yearning to see the con-
stellationwith his estranged
family.The act of gazing into

sun and stars reinforces nature’s
indifference tomortal suffering
and the fact that life goes on.
While the first half exudes a

doleful and hushedmood, the
second acquires a harder edge
as the characters simmerwith
imploded fury, such as theman
who, after being stuck in the
dark planetariumby day and his
hostile home at night, backs up
his car against two piles of snow
and cannot to drive after his
wife. The shocking cycle of vio-
lence and psychological abuse
in a family arematched by
harsh,woundingwords that
over-the-hill hostesses and
miserable patrons hurl at each
other in themostmatter-of-
factway.

‘Sketches of Kaitan City’

> IN COMPETITION

BOTTOM LINE A melancholy
mosaic of ordinary people
dragged down by an
environment of slow decline.
WORLD SALES: Open Sesame Co.
JAPAN SALES: Slow Learner.
PRODUCTION: Iris Inc. CAST: Mitsuki
Tanimura, Ryo Kase, Kaoru Kobayashi,
Kaho Minami, Pistol Takehara, Masaki
Miura,Takashi Yamanaka. DIRECTOR:
Kazuyoshi Kumakiri. SCREENWRITER:
Takashi Ujita. PRODUCER: Kazuhiro
Sugawara, Hirotaka Maeda, Hajime
Harie, Michio Koshikawa, Hideki
Hoshino. DIRECTOR OF
PHOTOGRAPHY: Ryuto Kondo.
MUSIC: Jim O’Rourke.
No MPAA rating, 152 minutes.
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The money would supplement
Korean regional funds.

“The Korean government is
very keen on attracting the
Japanese film companies,” Kim
Hong-chun, KOFIC manager of
international business at the
council, said. “If the Korean
wave boom cools down, there’s
got to be a system to promote
Korean content overseas.”

One Korean company, M-
Line, did just that, selling psy -
chological thriller “Psychic,”
starring Korean stars Kang
Dong-won and Kop Soo, to dis-
tributors in various regions.
Managing director Michelle Son
declined to offer more details
until the upcoming AFM, which
starts on Nov. 2.

At TIFFCOM, T-Joy, an exhibi-
tion subsidiary of Japanese major
Toei, unveiled its first forays into
filmmaking since its merger with
production company Amazon
Laterna. “This is the first time for
us to have our own booth so it’s
about networking and getting to
meet everyone,” said T-Joy’s
Sakura Wakita. “We’ve had a lot
of interest in ‘Karate Girl’ and
‘After School Midnighters,’ our
two titles now in production.
We’ve talked to buyers from Hong
Kong, China, Singapore, Thailand
and Germany, so far.”

Representatives of another
major, Toho, had high hopes for
“Confessions,” the edgy domestic
box office hit submitted as Japan’s
entry for the best foreign-lan-
guage film at the Oscars. “Rights
for the U.K. have already been
sold and we’re now working out
the final details for Spain and

Germany,” Ryuichi Baba’s Euro-
pean sales manager said.

Sellers said buyers’ needs are
changing as viewers consume

content on a wider array of plat-
forms, including video on
demand and Internet protocol
television.

“We’ve had a number of buy-
ers in looking for packages of
between 30 and 50 titles for
VOD and other new media such
as IPTV,” said Klockworx’s Mika
Kikuchi, adding that few have
time to watch that many titles at
the market. “Especially for
Asian territories, they have to
check for what’s acceptable in
their own markets in the case of
erotic or violent titles, so the
actual deals will likely be signed
at AFM.”

Hollywood-based remake
specialist Christine Iso said she
was impressed with TIFFCOM’s
online video library and pleased
with the selection of films to
view. “Remakes used to go only
from East to West, but now
they’re going both ways. There’s
no border to good stories,” she
said, adding that anything she
starts at TIFFCOM wouldn’t be
concluded until AFM.

June Wu, Hong Kong-based
Edko Films’ senior manager for
international sales and distribu-
tion, said she was disappointed
in the pickings at TIFFCOM,
noting that most of the fare
appeared to her to be for TV.
“This is the market right
between Pusan and AFM, where
we’ll have a proper booth. Tokyo
is for networking and getting
up-to-date information, not for
deals,” she said.

Hong Kong-based Fortissimo
Films buyer Esther Yeung had
made no deals but was pleased

to attend TIFFCOM to meet
prominent producers with
whom she and her colleagues
had been in touch.

“Pusan is a more mature mar-
ket where companies like Fine-
cut, Mirovision and CJ are han-
dling most sales, leaving us little
chance to pick up titles,” Yeung
said, noting, on the other hand,
that Japanese companies are
more willing to work with out-
side sales agents. Yeung noted
that Fortissimo’s recent sales
successes with Japanese films
“Tokyo Sonata” and “Norwe-
gian Wood” didn’t hurt.

Yeung said she expected that
Hong Kong buyers would likely
pick up Japanese films before
the market ends on Thursday, in
keeping with an upsurge in their
popularity on her home turf.
“Where three to four years ago
we had maybe 10 Japanese films,
this year there are more than
30,” she said.

Beijing-based exhibition and
production company Dadi
Media reported that an Oct. 23
screening of its Chow Yun-fat
starrer “Confucius” at the
Tokyo Photography Museum
drew lots of Japanese govern-
ment officials wishing to see the
film before its release here by
Twins in the spring of 2011.

“Despite recent political ten-
sions between China and Japan,
there were lots of people there and
the response was overwhelming,”
said Ingrid Guo of Dadi.

At TIFFCOM for the first time,
Guo said she felt there were more
of the sort of commercial titles
Dadi wants to distribute in China
available at Pusan. “I personally
liked ‘The Lady Shogun and Her
Men,’ but it’s too traditional, so
Japanese and common Chinese
audiences won’t accept it.”

One exhibitor observed what
she called a shortage of registered
buyers and said TIFFCOM organ-
izers may have shot themselves in
the foot by not inviting back buy-
ers who registered for last year’s
market but failed to attend.

A representative from Right
Beyond said the Thai production
company had entered into talks
with Malaysian company Think
Tank to co-produce the animat-
ed kids adventure film “Orin &
Jinna.” “We’ve previously bought
‘Pokemon’ the TV series from
Japan, but right now are focusing
on co-productions,” Wachi-
rapong Prichavongwakul said.

Gavin Blair and Park Soo-mee
contributed to this report.
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TIFFCOM
continued from page 1

M-Line’s “Psycho” was the
first sale of the market.

By Gavin J. Blair

The director of competition
film “Zephyr” describes it
as “one piece of a bigger

puzzle” and part of a “series of
thematically-related projects
that explore mother-daughter
relationships.”

Turkish debutant Belmas Bas
acknowledges that her slow
working pace is reflected in
the way “Zephyr” moves along,
confessing she is a “workaholic,
but one who moves at a snail’s
pace; I take four times as long
as other people to do the same
thing.”

“Some people who saw the
film told me they thought about
leaving after half an hour, but
were glad afterward they stayed
to the end as it took them to an
unexpected place,” Bas said. “At
the start of the film maybe it
seems like just another trendy
Turkish art house film, but then
it changes.”

The familial themes of
“Zephyr” are also evident in
Bas’ filmmaking. Twelve-year-
old Seyma Uzunlar, who plays
the lead of the title, is a relative
– their grandmothers are
cousins – and she calls all of her
cast “the family.”

Uzunlar’s only previous film
was an appearance in Bas’ short
debut, “Poyraz,” a prelude to
“Zephyr” that premiered in
competition in Cannes in 2006.

Nevertheless, Uzunlar says
she wants to be an actress “for
sure” when she grows up, and
not only in films with her rela-
tives.

“I really enjoyed working in a
Turkish film, but my ambition
is to make films abroad,” said
Uzunlar.

Although Bas says she is
working on the script for the
next film in the series, which
she refers to as “Heroines Jour-
neys beyond the Winds,” given
her methodical working style,
Unzular would probably be
waiting a while to star in the
next family production.

For now she has more press-
ing concerns, leaving the festi-
val on Wednesday to get back to
the school exams that await her
back in Turkey. ∂

No change of pace
for ‘Zephyr’ helmer
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ent and story development,
something that’s lacking in
China, especially in the story-
telling,” Wu said, adding that
Hong Kong’s free market econo-
my and position as a travel hub
meant the territory was better
than China at capitalizing on
cultural and business exchanges
with the rest of the world.

Though China’s film content
is closely monitored by one-
party government censors in
Beijing, Hong Kong filmmakers,
whose domestic audience is
limited by its population of
roughly 7 million, can’t afford to
ignore the giant to the north,
where developers and exhibitors
are adding as many as three new
multiplex screens a day to meet
swelling middle-class demand
for entertainment.

“By Hong Kong standards,
relatively large-budget films can
be made in China because of the
ready availability of cash,” said
Wu, noting his belief that three
to five years hence, when more
profits from more theaters flow
back to producers, the Chinese
film industry will relax regula-
tions barring most sex and vio-
lence from the silver screen.

Wu noted that politics are still
a major concern, saying that
Hong Kong is in competition with
Macau, the former Portuguese
territory that reverted to Beijing’s
control in 1999, to solidify its
position as south China’s
moviemaking hub and a gateway
to the mainland box office.

“Hong Kong is still more free
than Macau, but Beijing is giving
more freedoms there, too, little by
little,” Wu said, noting, nonethe-
less, that working with mainland
Chinese partners, whose hands

are often tied by unclear media
regulations, can still frustrate
guests from overseas.

“Chinese government guide-
lines can change depending on
who you’re dealing with,” Wu
said, adding that Hong Kong’s
government is lobbying Beijing
to expand the two territories’
Closer Economic Relationship
Agreement, which allows Hong
Kong-China co-productions
favorable distribution terms rel-
ative to the 20, mostly Holly-
wood, imports Beijing allows to
screen for a profit each year.

Wu said that working with
Legendary could teach Chengt-
ian a few things about finance
while providing the company
that produced “Inception” a
natural path into China.

“Hollywood film finance sys-
tems can be imitated and taught
to Chinese investors,” said Wu,
adding that Chengtian was
invited by Fox International Pic-
tures to participate in the sequel
to “Hot Summer Days,” a $2
million Mandarin-language film
FIP made with Beijing-based
Huayi Brothers Media that
grossed roughly $20 million.

Asked by a Japanese producer
in the audience if Chengtian
might help Japanese films get
into China, Wu, speaking in
Japanese, said he thought the
two countries’ business cul-
tures were vastly different but
that if they, like Legendary,
chose a strategic partner with a
base in Hong Kong, they, too,
could benefit.

“Look at ‘Death Note,’” Wu
said, referring to the Japanese
manga series that is hugely pop-
ular in Hong Kong and which
Warner Bros. bought the rights
to make into a live-action movie
for the U.S. “If it was made in
Chinese, it would be a big hit,”
he said.∂

Wu
continued from page 1

over our film festival with deep
friendship. I feel that we are
extremely fortunate to have a
great friend like him.”

“TIFF commenced 10 years
earlier than our PIFF, and it is
one of the prestigious film festi-
vals in the world,” Kim said.
“When PIFF commenced,
Japanese films were not import-
ed freely into Korea. However,
we have always screened 15 to 20

Japanese films at PIFF.
“Especially after Mr. Yoda

became the chairman, the two
film festivals have been nurtur-
ing collaborative relationships. I
feel very fortunate that we are
no longer competing with each
other as we had in the past.“

“Camellia,” a three-segment
omnibus about romance in Pusan,
was screened as the closing film at
the 15th PIFF on Oct. 15. The
omnibus by three directors from
Korea, Thailand and Japan, is a
part of the Pusan Promotion Proj-
ect, lead by Kim. ∂

Kim
continued from page 2
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By Jonathan Landreth

Two guys from Italy, direc-
tors Matteo Botrugno and
Daniele Coluccini, said they

hoped their co-directed debut
feature about boredom, drugs
and violence in suburban Rome
would appeal to Japanese view-
ers because it was influenced by
the “poetry” of the East.

“We love Oriental cinema and
many of our shots are close to
what we’ve seen in Asian films,”
Coluccini said at the Tokyo
International Film Festival,
where his low-budget “And
Peace on Earth” is one of 15 dra-
mas in competition.

Listing favorites from Park
Chan-wook and Kim Ki-duk
from Korea to Japanese auteurs
Takeshi Kitano and Takashi
Miike, the Romans said that
though “Peace” is about rough
life in a very specific place – the
1,600-unit, 1970s vintage
Corviale housing project – it has
“universal appeal.”

“It’s about a suburb of Rome,
but it could be any big city,”
Botrungno said. “The place is
like a jail.”

“Peace” was shot on a Red
One digital camera in 17 days for
about $18,000 in private fund-
ing, paying actors, including
up-and-comer Maurizio Tesei,
equity rather than cash. “We
applied for public funding, but
we didn’t get it,” Coluccini said,

with screenwriter Botrugno
chiming in: “It was very hard to
finance our film in Italy.”

The directing duo’s film pre-
viously played in a sidebar at the
Venice International Film Festi-
val in September. If “Peace”
prevails in Japan – winning the
Grand Sakura prize of $50,000
— it could possibly launch the
young Romans’ next project,
they said, with Asian partners.

“We’re getting to know co-
production partners,” said

Botrungo, impressed with the
networking opportunities at the
festival, where they and Andrea
Tornese of sales company Ellip-
sis Media International are
meeting everyone they can.

“There are lots of ways to get
to know other directors and pro-
ducers here, to take an impres-
sion and decide if we want to
merge forces,” Coluccini said,
with Botrungo chiming in again:
“We’re totally free to write what
we want, so, yes, an Asian co-
production, why not?” ∂

Themovie’s Italian,but
directors inspiredbyEast

“WeloveOriental cinema

andmanyofourshotsare

closetowhatwe’veseenin

Asianfilms.”

— Daniele Coluccini, director

The “And Peace on Earth” crew, from left, director-writer Daniele Coluccini, actor
Maurizio Tesei, director-writer Matteo Botrugno and producer Simone Isola
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ment said Tuesday at the Tokyo
International Film Festival.

Huang (“The Legend of the
Fist: The Return of Chen Zhen”)
joined the cast of “Black &
White” when Vic Chou, star of
the popular Taiwan series of the
same name and a pop singer in
the band F4, was forced to back
out due to scheduling conflicts.

“Everybody’s been asking if
Vic would star, but since we
wanted this to be a co-produc-
tion and we needed a Mainland
actor, Huang was our man,”
Chicorel said “And, anyway,
’Black & White: Episode 1’ is a
prequel. We fully expect Vic to
be in episode two.”

Produced by DEE’s Wolf
Chen, “Black & White” will
also star Mark Chao, who
starred in the recent Taiwan box
office hit “Monga” and was in
the original cast of the “Black &
White” TV series.

The film follows a young
detective (Chao) who needs a
retiring gangster (Huang) to
solve a murder. Meanwhile,
the gangster (Bo) finds he needs
the cop to retrieve priceless
stolen goods.

Huang and Chao will be sup-
ported by Hong Kong model-
turned-actor Angelababy (“Hot

Summer Days”), Taiwan starlet
Terri Kwan (“Turn Left Turn
Right”), Ivy Chen from the orig-
inal TV series and actor Alex To.

“Black & White” will be shot
in Kaoshiung, in
southern Taiwan,
and will include
— in a first for
Asia –a finale set
piece that fea-
tures a complete
Boeing 747 air-
liner that is being

shipped over in pieces from Los
Angeles, Chicorel said.

The film’s crew includes the
director of photography from
Yip Wai-shun’s “Ip Man,” the
stunt team from Luc Besson’s
“Taken” and the visual effects
supervisor from Quentin Taran-
tino’s “Kill Bill.”

Chicorel said DEE, which
holds world rights to the film set
for delivery by the end of 2011,
has turned away buyers as the
producers build the budget, the
production angle, cast and crew.

“It’s frustrating for the buy-
ers, but at the end of the day, we
plan to deliver an extremely dif-
ferent sort of modern day action
film and the first installment of
what we believe to be a huge
franchise,” he said.

The original TV series is set
to release in Japan on statecaster
NHK’s pay satellite channel BS 2
in February 2011. ∂

‘Black& White’
continued from page 1

Korean TV celebrities — much
in the way Hong Kong kung fu
movies in the ’80s utilized
Japanese artists. So added that
China currently faces a “dearth
of actors,” but that more schools
to train actors, choreographers
and action stars are being estab-
lished around the country.

The language in which a film
is being shot is often considered
the most pressing issue when an
actor appears in a foreign-lan-
guage film. In Hong Kong and
China, this has been less of an
issue because of their use of
dubbing, which allows the for-
eign actors in Chinese-language
films the freedom to speak in
their mother tongue.

“When actors speak in a sec-
ond language, their acting skill
drops,” said So, who produced
the Japan-set “Shinjuku Inci-
dent.” “So we would ask the

actor to speak in their mother
language and dub it into Chi-
nese. The film’s key point
should not be on the language.”

Shin Sugimoto of Japan’s
Amuse mentioned the example
of Chie Tanaka, a Japanese
actress who mastered Chinese
and is now actively working in
TV dramas and commercials in
Taiwan.

Kim explained the difficulties
in encouraging local manage-
ment agencies to expand the
network outside the region.

“I get many requests from
Chinese companies to introduce
Korean actors who are popular
in the region, but most Korean
management companies are
very small and individually
managed,” he said. “They don’t
really know about the global
market, and they’re losing many
opportunities because of their
fear. In fact Korean actors are so
expensive that we love to import
Japanese and Chinese actors.”

Kim is currently working on a

Pan-Asian movie set “some-
where in Asia.” Each actor from
different countries will speak in
their own language and have
subtitles with all of them.

“It’s been my dream to make a
co-produced film between
China, Japan and Korea, and it’s
been a failure every time,” he
said. “I agree with Sugimoto
that Asia needs to make their
own film and export it to the
Western world. But we have to
secure our own market first.”

Global casting inevitably
involves issues of co-production.

“In Japan, people realize that
they can no longer exist as a
self-contained market,” said
Sugimoto. “People are finally
becoming aware of this, because
the ancillary market has hit bar-

riers. We are looking to the
examples of China and Korea
and incorporating overseas
marketing from the planning
stage.”

Industry habits and attitudes
in different regions also become
a problem in global casting.

“Korean actors are well-pam-
pered. For example, we provide a
van for our actors when they
move around even if it’s not on
the contract,” Kim said while
describing an incident in which
a Korean management company
recently required a private jet for
an actor and his friends when he
was invited to a film festival. “A
lot of times, Japanese companies
invite Korean actors and they’re
surprised by what the actors
request.” ∂

Co-productions
continued from page 2
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“It’sbeenmydreamtomakeaco-producedfilmbetween
China, JapanandKorea,andit’sbeenafailureevery time.”

—Jonathan H. Kim, producer

Yanbian, the Korean
Autonomous Prefecture in
Northeastern China, is noted for
its dark image, with many illegal
workers, government spies and
North Korean defectors who fled
the country to enter South Korea.

“Yellow Sea” follows an eth-
nic Korean living in China who
travels to Korea for a contract
killing, but ends up being hunt-

ed by a rival assassin. The film,
with a budget of $10.7 million, is
produced by Popcorn Film and
funded by 20th Century Fox,
Showbox and Wellmade StarM.

Fox will handle the film’s
U.S. distribution.Showbox is
selling the film internationally
at TIFFCOM.

Na’s debut feature,“The Chas-
er,” scored 5.1 million admissions
in Korea, competed at Cannes in
2008 and has seen its remake
rights sold to Warner Bros. ∂

‘YellowSea’
continued from page 2

Huang

By Jonathan Landreth

Katharine Kim, CEO of CJ
Entertainment, will be
honored as Distributor of

the Year at the closing night cer-
emonies of the CineAsia trade
show when it ends its three-day
run Dec. 9 in Hong Kong.

Kim joined CJ, one of the top
film distribution and production
companies in Korea, as senior vp
in 2005, overseeing local and
international distribution of the
company’s slate. After being
promoted to executive vp in
charge of CJ’s growing interna-
tional business — including such
productions as “August Rush”

and the local distribution of the
Paramount and DreamWorks
slates – Kim was appointed CJ’s
first female CEO in 2009.

Kim’s first achievement as
CEO was the successful sale of
more than 10 million tickets to
Korea’s very first big-budget
disaster movie, “Haeundae.”

“In the world of distribution,
you couldn’t ask for a more ded-
icated and respected profes-
sional who has done so much...
in bringing film into the hearts
and minds of so many moviego-
ers in Asia,” said CineAsia man-
aging director Robert Sunshine,
who will preside over Kim’s
honor at the Grand Hyatt. ∂

Kim feted by CineAsia
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